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We propose and perform an interference experiment involving a distributed angular double-slit and
the orbital angular momentum (OAM) correlations of thermal light. In the experiment, two spatially separated angular apertures are placed in two correlated light beams generated by splitting
the thermal light beam via a beam splitter. The superposition of the two spatially separated slits
constitutes an angular double-slit in two-photon measurements. The angular interference pattern of
the distributed double-slit is measured even though each beam interacts with a different part of the
object. This scheme allows us to discriminate among different angular amplitude objects using a
classical incoherent light source. This procedure has potential applications in remote sensing or
optical metrology in the OAM domain. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4976575]

It is established that apart from polarization and spin
angular momentum, light also possesses an orbital angular
momentum (OAM), lh per photon, arising from a helical
phase structure of the beam.1–3 The associated OAM eigenstates form a complete, orthogonal, and infinite-dimensional
basis, and have been demonstrated to be a useful degree of
freedom for quantum information applications that require a
high-dimensional Hilbert space. Furthermore, the OAM can
also be used in imaging, optical metrology, and quantum
information.4–6
Two-photon correlation has been studied in different
contexts, such as ghost imaging, ghost diffraction, and distributed double-slit interference, which uses entangled twophoton state or incoherent thermal light source.7–12 So far,
two-photon correlation has been theoretically proved and
experimentally accessible. Several investigations have
addressed this topic in regard to the high dimensional OAM
structure.13,14 Ghost imaging and object identification explorations with OAM quantum correlations have been implemented.15–18 Experiments on angular ghost diffraction with
entangled two-photon light source were reported, where
angular double-slits were placed in the signal beam19 or with
an angular double-slit in both signal and idler beams simultaneously.20 Optical vortices produced by the interference of
random waves are intrinsic elements in a chaotic light. A
special class of the optical vortices carries OAM, which is
characterized by an azimuthal phase dependence of the form
eil/ . Here, l is the OAM mode number and / is the azimuthal
angle.21,22 Recently, Maga~na-Loaiza et al.23,24 have studied
the nature of the correlations between different OAM components dependent on the phase of the fluctuations of
a)
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pseudothermal light source. They showed that the thermal
light correlation effects share similarities with the quantum
correlations in the azimuthal degree of freedom, which has
opened up a door to study thermal light correlations.
Although the double-slit interference with random optical wave fields has been discussed widely,25–28 none of the
previous research works concerns a spatially distributed
angular double-slit interference with the thermal light OAM
components correlation measurement. Here, we explore a
distributed double-slit interference phenomenon with thermal light infinite-dimensional OAM basis correlation. The
thermal light beam is scattered by two spatially separated
apertures to mimic the scattering by an angular double-slit,
although none of the two apertures was an angular doubleslit. Rather, the superposition of the two apertures defines an
angular double-slit, which determines the shape of the OAM
second-order correlation spectrum. Two detectors are used to
measure intensity correlations between two OAM components of a controllable incoherent light source. The first- and
second-order interference patterns of the distributed angular
double-slit are measured in far-field. Experimental results
show that such correlations unveil the azimuthal structure of
the source. An extension of the thermal light OAM correlation theory is shown to be able to describe our experimental
results. Further numerical simulations prove that our experimental scheme can be used to discriminate amplitude angular object by thermal light with random phase fluctuations in
the OAM domain, which liberates the requirement of the
fragile quantum entanglement light source and is robust
against environmental noise. The study here could provide
new insights to further our understanding of correlation characteristics of an incoherent thermal light.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The light
from a helium neon laser is reflected from a digital micro
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. The laser beam is reflected
by the DMD to generate the pseudo-thermal light. L1 and L2 are the two
lenses to form a 4f-optical system, and P1 is a pinhole on the focal plane to
isolate the first diffraction order of the structured beam. A series of random
patterns are displayed on the DMD at a frequency of 1.4 kHz to produce a
random field of light. The generated beam is divided by a beam splitter to
produce a test beam and a reference beam. The SLM in each arm is encoded
by different OAM forked holograms and the detected object. (b) Distributed
angular double-slit encoded with forked hologram. S1 and S2 are two distributed angular double-slits with different angular parameters.

device (DMD) to impose transverse fluctuations with thermal
statistics onto the laser beam. A sequence (at a 1.4 kHz writing rate) of random transverse structures possessing
Kolmogorov statistics is impressed onto the beam to simulate thermal light,29 which has the similar effect as the rotating ground glass typically used to produce incoherent
thermal light source.30 The divergence angle of the thermal
light beam is less than 0.05 rad. Two identical copies of the
beam are created by the non-polarizing beam splitter (BS),
which are the reference beam and test beam. Each beam is
sent to a spatial light modulator (SLM) onto which a
computer-generated fork holograms and different transmission structures T1 or T2 are imposed, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Forked holograms corresponding to different OAM values
are encoded to project out controllable OAM components.
Then these beams are detected by avalanche photodetectors
(APDs) and sent to a coincidence counting circuit (C.C). The
objective O1 (or O2) connected with APD in each beam is on
the focal plane of the convex lens L3 (or L4), which collects
the first-order Fourier spectrum of the beam reflected from
the SLM carrying the OAM information. The measurement
of thermal light OAM is carried out in the paraxial light.31
M1, M2, and M3 are mirrors; L1 and L2 are the convex lenses
which form a 4f optical system; P1 is a pinhole acting as a
spatial filter to isolate the first order of diffraction from the
DMD; P2 and P3 are pinholes to filter first order of diffraction pattern from SLMs in each beam. SMF presents a single
mode fiber.
In Fig. 1(b), the superposition of T1 and T2 is a single
angular double-slit. In the experiment, we measured two different distributed angular double-slits S1 and S2. The angular
slit width of S1 and S2 are p=3 and p=2, respectively. And
the angular separation between the two angular slit centers
S1 and S2 are both p.
The correlation measurement is carried out as the OAM
value of the test beam is fixed with l1 ¼ 0 but l2 scans in the
reference beam from 7 to 7. This task is performed by
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encoding the different forked holograms corresponding to
certain OAM modes on the SLM in the reference beam.
The experimental results of the distributed angular
double-slit S1 are shown in Fig. 2. The normalized OAM intensity correlation between the two APDs is shown in Fig. 2(a),
and the corresponding OAM second-order correlation function
is gð2Þ ðl1 ; l2 Þ ¼ jhI1 ðl1 ÞI2 ðl2 Þi=hI1 ðl1 ÞihI2 ðl2 Þi, where j is the
detection efficiency. The OAM values corresponding to signal
bars are 0, 62, and 64. Intensity profiles registered by the
APD in the reference beam are shown in Fig. 2(b). The intensity profile has smooth distribution and does not exhibit any
signal. It can be understood since the light source here is incoherent and generated by impressing random phase screens onto
the DMD at high speed. The incoherent light source here obeys
the Kolmogorov statistics distribution with the transverse
coherence length r0 ¼ 2 mm.
Then, we carried out ghost angular Young’s interference
with the superposition of T1 and T2 in the test beam and light
goes freely in the reference beam with no object. The correlation measurement is carried out as the OAM value in the test
beam l1 is fixed at 0 and in the reference beam l2 scans from
7 to 7. The normalized correlation measurement distribution
profiles are shown in Fig. 2(c). In Fig. 2(d), it is the interference spectrum of the superposition of T1 and T2 illuminated
by the coherent laser beam in the test beam. The spectrum in
Fig. 2(c) is almost equivalent to that in Fig. 2(a), which proves
that the distributed masks T1 and T2 can be joined through the
incoherent light OAM correlation measurement.
The measurement processes of S2 are the same as S1.
The experimental detection results are shown in Fig. 3. The
signal bars here are corresponding to l ¼ 0, 62, and 66
which are different from S1. It is because S1 and S2 have different angular parameters, which can be explained by the
theoretical formula, Eq. (5), in the following paragraph.

FIG. 2. Interference spectrum of distributed angular double-slit S1 with
thermal light OAM. (a) The normalized intensity correlation spectrum and
(b) the intensity distribution spectrum; (c) the normalized intensity correlation spectrum of the superposition of T1 and T2 in the test beam and no
object in the reference beam. (d) The angular double-slit interference spectrum of the superposition of T1 and T2 illuminated by coherent laser beam.
Green solid bars are the experimental data and red line bars are the numerical simulations.
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where a is the angular separation between the angular slit
centers and b is the angular width.
Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), we can calculate the intensity and the second-order OAM fluctuation correlation functions as
ð
1
hIj i ¼
rj drj jEðrj Þj2 d/j Tj ð/j Þ / const; j ¼ 1; 2; (4)
2p
DGð2Þ ðl1 ;l2 Þ
ð
2


1
¼ 2   r1 dr1 d/1 jEðr1 Þj2 Sð/1 Þexp½i/1 ðl1  l2 Þ ; (5)
4p
where fully incoherent thermal light is considered, and the
light field correlation function is hU ðr1 ; /1 ÞUðr10 ; /01 Þi
¼ ð1=r1 Þdðr1  r10 Þdð/1  /01 Þ. By submitting Eq. (3) into
Eq. (5), we could obtain the second
order
item

 OAM
 correlation

FIG. 3. Interference spectrum of distributed angular double-slit S2 with thermal light OAM. (a) The normalized intensity correlation spectrum and (b)
the intensity distribution spectrum; (c) the normalized intensity correlation
spectrum of the superposition of T1 and T2 in the test beam and no object in
the reference beam. (d) The angular double-slit interference spectrum of the
superposition of T1 and T2 illuminated by coherent laser beam. Green solid
bars are the experimental data and red line bars are the numerical
simulations.

Even though there is no real angular double-slit in the
experimental scheme, the far-field interference patterns of an
angular double-slit structure are still achieved through the
OAM correlation detection. The combination of masks T1
and T2 owes to the correlation characteristics of the azimuthal structure of the incoherent thermal light. The nature
of the correlations between different OAM components of
pseudo-thermal light comes from the strength of the
fluctuations.23
The above experimental results can be explained by considering the OAM correlation properties of thermal light
with the random phase fluctuation. When a thermal light
beam is divided into two beams, the intensity correlation
between them can be written as
Gð2Þ ðl1 ; l2 Þ ¼ hI1 I2 i ¼ hwl1 wl2 wl2 wl1 i
¼ hwl1 wl1 ihwl2 wl2 i þ jhwl1 wl2 ij2
¼ hI1 ihI2 i þ DGð2Þ ðl1 ; l2 Þ;

(1)

where the optical field on the detection transverse plane is
ð
wl ¼ rdrd/ð2pÞ1=2 exp ðil/ÞEðrÞUðr; /ÞTð/Þ: (2)
Here, l is the OAM index, EðrÞ represents the coherent optical field produced by the laser, Uðr; /Þ is a particular realization of a DMD chaotic phase screen, and Tð/Þ describes the
transmission function of the detected aperture.
The superposition of T1 and T2 forms an angular doubleslit function, and it can be written as

Sð/Þ ¼ T1 ð/ÞT2 ð/Þ ¼

8
<

ab
aþb
 j/j 
2
2
:
0
others;
1

(3)

as DGð2Þ ðl1 ; l2 Þ ¼ Cb2 sin c2

bðl1 l2 Þ
2

cos2

aðl1 l2 Þ
2

, which is

a symmetrical function with l1 and l2. The numerical results
with this theoretical analysis are in good agreement with the
experimental data.
By making use of the correlated characteristics of the
above experimental scheme, we proposed a thermal light
OAM correlation object discrimination scenario and carried
out the numerical simulations. The simulation results are
shown in Fig. 4. This scenario is based on the experimental
scheme shown in Fig. 1. T1 in the test beam is set as the target object to be discriminated. T2 is the tentative object in
the reference beam, whose angular width or angular orientation could change during the process of discrimination. First,
we carry out ghost angular Young’s interference measurement, where the beam in the reference beam goes freely with
no tentative object. The correlated OAM spectrum is shown
in Fig. 4(a), which is taken as the comparison criterion spectrum of the measurement. Then, T2 is inserted in the reference beam, whose angular width or orientation changes
during the process of discrimination. The OAM correlation
measurement results are shown in Figs. 4(b)–4(d). Only if
the chosen T2 has the same angular distribution as the target
object T1, we could achieve the spectrum shown in Fig. 4(b)
which has the same distribution as in Fig. 4(a). Otherwise, if
the chosen T2 has a different angular structure with the target
object T1, we could just achieve different spectra from that in
Fig. 4(a), which are shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). So when we
obtain the same spectrum as that in Fig. 4(a), we could state
that the target object T1 has the same angular distribution as
T2. The detected target object T1 has been discriminated.
The above results can be understood by Eqs. (3) and (5).
For the amplitude transmission object with angular distribution, if T2 ¼ T1 the correlation effect will lead to T1 T2
¼ jT1 j2 ¼ T1 . But this cannot happen with T2 6¼ T1 . So in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the spectra have the same distributions
with each other, but Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) have different spectra
from Fig. 4(a). This scenario can provide a new thinking to
discriminate the object with angular distribution by making
use of the OAM correlation with thermal light. It may have
potential applications in remote sensing and optical metrology in the OAM-domain with the classical incoherent light
source.
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FIG. 4. Numerical simulation results
of object discrimination in the OAM
domain. (a) The correlated OAM spectra with the reference beam going
freely. (b) The similar OAM spectra to
(a) when T2 has the same angular
structure with T1; (c) and (d) different
OAM spectra from (a) when T2 has different angular structure with T1. The
numerical simulated results are
achieved from 2000 frames statistical
average.

In summary, we have investigated a subtle aspect of the
Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) effect related with thermal
light azimuthal freedom. Our experimental results show that
the interference patterns of a distributed angular double-slit
can be measured by intensity correlations in the OAM components of the pseudothermal light source. It is possible to
achieve the detected object’s OAM interference patterns not
only when the illuminating beam passes through a single
object23 but also when the separated beams pass through different parts of the distributed object. Different from the former research works,17,27 we extend the distributed Young’s
double-slit interference correlation measurement to the
OAM domain even with the incoherent thermal light source.
It proves that quantum entanglement is not necessary for the
distributed angular double-slit interference in the OAM
domain. Further numerical simulations prove that our experiment scenario could be used to discriminate transmission
amplitude object with angular distribution, which has potential applications in optical OAM-based metrology and
remote sensing with the classical incoherent light source
when the fragile quantum entangled state is not available.
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